Abstract Alterations in neural networks are associated with the cognitive difficulties of the prematurely born. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging, we analyzed functional connectivity for preterm (PT) and term neonates at term equivalent age. Specifically, we constructed wholebrain networks and examined rich club (RC) organization, a common construct among complex systems where important (or ''rich'') nodes connect preferentially to other important nodes. Both PT and term neonates showed RC organization with PT neonates exhibiting significantly reduced connections between these RC nodes. Additionally, PT neonates showed evidence of weaker functional segregation. Our results suggest that PT birth is associated with fundamental changes of functional organization in the developing brain.
Introduction
Preterm (PT) birth represents a major public health problem (Beck et al. 2010 ) with deficits in language processing, motor abilities, executive function, and attention for PT children as a cause of school failure (Pritchard et al. 2014) . One in three PT children is diagnosed with language delay by preschool age (Foster-Cohen et al. 2010 ) and over half require special services at school age (Pritchard et al. 2014) . These difficulties persist through adolescence and young adulthood and may be exacerbated by disorders of executive function and attention. Over the past decade, multiple magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies of brain connectivity suggest that these difficulties of the prematurely born are related to alterations in functional and structural networks (Kim et al. 2014; Constable et al. 2012; White et al. 2014; Salvan et al. 2013) . Similarly, PT neonates show disruptions in connectivity (Smyser et al. 2010; Doria et al. 2010) , suggesting that PT birth results in both proximate and long-lasting changes in functional organization of the developing brain.
Rich club (RC) organization is a common construct among complex systems where important (or ''rich'') nodes connect preferentially to other important nodes (van den Heuvel and Sporns 2011) . Structural connections in the human brain show RC organization in infancy, childhood and adulthood Grayson et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2014; van den Heuvel et al. 2014) . PT birth results in significant disruption of structural RC in neonates ) and adolescents (Kim et al. 2014) . Emerging evidence suggests that functional RCs evolve during development to a greater extent than structural RCs . Alterations in functional RCs for PT neonates compared to term controls have yet to be explored.
In this report, we used resting state functional MRI (rsfMRI) data to examine alterations in neonatal RC organization and other measures of network topology associated with PT birth. We hypothesized that PT neonates would show a decrease in measures of functional integration and segregation.
Methods
This study was approved by the Yale University Human Investigation Committee. All participants' parents provided written consent.
Participants
Twelve PT and 25 term non-sedated neonates without evidence of brain injury underwent rs-fMRI on a 3 T Siemens TIM Trio system at term equivalent age. PT neonates with a birth weight (BW) between 500 and 1500 grams and healthy term controls born between 37 and 41 weeks' postmenstrual age (PMA) were eligible for the protocol and prospectively enrolled between September 1, 2010 and April 30, 2014. Term neonates were inborn and appropriate for gestational age. Exclusion criteria included evidence of congenital infections, congenital malformations and/or chromosomal disorders, seizures, intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH), periventricular leukomalacia and focal abnormalities on a previous or study MRI. Demographic information is presented in Table 1 . Participants were scanned during natural sleep induced by food, comfort, and warmth (Saunders et al. 2007 ) without sedation with a 32-channel parallel receiver head coil.
Imaging parameters
Localizer images were acquired for prescribing the functional image volumes, aligning the seventh or eighth slice to the plane transecting the anterior and posterior commissures (AC-PC). T1-weighted 2D anatomical images were collected (TR = 300 ms, TE = 2.47 ms, FoV = 220 mm, matrix size = 256 9 256, slice thickness = 4 mm, flip angle = 608, Bandwidth = 300 Hz/ pixel with 25 slices) with 25 AC-PC aligned axial-oblique slices in addition to 3D anatomical scans using Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo (MPRAGE) (176 contiguous sagittal slices, slice thickness = 1 mm, matrix size = 256 9 256, FoV = 256 mm, TR = 2530 ms, TE = 2.77 ms, flip angle = 78, bandwidth = 179 Hz/ pixel). After these structural images, acquisition of functional data began in the same slice locations as the axialoblique T1-weighted data. Functional images were collected using an echo-planar image gradient echo pulse sequence (TR = 1500 ms, TE = 27 ms, FoV = 220 mm, matrix size = 64 9 64, slice thickness = 4 mm, flip angle = 608, bandwidth = 2520 Hz/pixel with 25 slices) with 186 volumes per run. The first 6 volumes were removed to allow magnetization to reach the steady state. The number of functional runs was dependent on participant cooperation. There were no group differences in the number of functional runs (term = 2.32 ± 0.69, preterm = 2.25 ± 0.45, p = 0.72).
Connectivity preprocessing
Data analyses were performed as previously described (Kwon et al. 2014a) . Briefly, images were slice-time-corrected and motion-corrected using SPM5 (http://www.fil. ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5/). All further analysis was performed using BioImage Suite (Joshi et al. 2011) . Several covariates of no interest were regressed from the data including linear and quadratic drift, six rigid-body motion parameters, mean cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) signal, and mean white matter signal. The global gray matter signal was not regressed. The data were temporally smoothed with a zero mean unit variance Gaussian filter (approximate cutoff frequency = 0.12 Hz). A gray matter mask was applied to the data so only voxels in the gray Values are mean ± SD matter were used in the calculation. Blocks of data with a displacement greater than 1.5 mm or a rotation greater than 2°were removed. All participants had at least 4 min of resting state data and there were no group differences in the amount of data used (p = 0.73), or the amount of data removed (p = 0.97).
Motion analysis
As motion has been shown to confound connectivity studies (Van Dijk et al. 2012) , the frame-to-frame displacement averaged across all functional volumes was calculated for each participant. When preterm neonates were compared to term controls, there were no significant differences in frame-to-frame motion (p = 0.73).
Neonatal functional parcellation
A major consideration in applying network theory to functional data is how to delineate brain regions for further analysis. We used a novel groupwise parcellation method to divide each hemisphere of the brain into nodes containing optimal within node similarity ). The optimal number of nodes was determined as the maximum number of nodes that produced an overall reproducibility of at least 75 % (Finn et al. 2013; Shen et al. 2013) . Reproducibility was obtained by computing the parcellation for mutually exclusive groups of neonates and calculating the Dice's coefficient between the resultant parcellations. We performed the division 20 times with a random permutation of participants. This resulted in a 50 node parcellation of the left hemisphere and a 45 node parcellation of the right hemisphere. Only term neonates were used to construct the functional parcellation similar to other published reports comparing PT and term neonates (Smyser et al. 2014) . Although parcellations were defined using data from term participants, we calculated ROI inhomogeneity for each ROI and participants to examine if parcellation preferential fit the term neonates. Inhomogeneity was defined as the Euclidean distance between the time course of an individual voxel and the mean timecourse of the node to which it belongs; the whole-brain homogeneity index for an individual subject is calculated by summing Euclidian distances for all voxels. There was no difference in whole-brain inhomogeneity scores between the PT and term groups (p = 0.30), suggesting that the choice of atlas was not biased towards the term neonates. The whole-brain functional parcellation is shown in Fig. 1 .
Common space registration
To define our neonatal functional parcellation, a term neonate scan from a participant that was not part of this study was used as a template. Rs-fMRI data from the term neonates were warped to this template through the concatenation of a series of linear and non-linear registrations. The functional series were linearly registered to the T1 axial-oblique image. The T1 axial-oblique image was linearly registered to the MPRAGE image. The MPRAGE image was non-linearly registered to the template brain. All transformation pairs were calculated independently and combined into a single transform, warping the single participant results into common space. This single transformation allows the single participant images to be transformed to common space with only one transformation, reducing interpolation error. Once the parcellation was defined in the template space, it was transformed back into each participant's individual space through the inverse of the single combined transformation. All transformations were estimated using the intensity-only component of the method implemented by BioImage Suite (Joshi et al. 2011 ).
Network construction
The mean time-course for each of the 95 nodes was calculated and these mean time courses were correlated with each other forming a 95 9 95 weighted connectivity matrix. The correlations were normalized to Z scores with the Fisher transformation. To create weighted networks, the edge weights between nodes were assumed to be the correlation coefficients between brain regions with negative correlations and self-loops removed as in previous reports of neonatal connectomics (van den Heuvel et al. 2014) . While negative correlations may be an important feature rs-fMRI, no consensus of how best to model these correlations exists. Additionally, removing negative correlations acts as an implicit threshold, ensuring that all nodes do not have the same degree needed for RC calculations.
To create binary networks, the correlation matrices were thresholded using one of two thresholding methods with any edge greater than the threshold set to 1 and any edge less than the threshold set to 0. We used both absolute thresholding with correlation thresholds of 0.05 and 0.15 and proportional thresholding with density thresholds of 50 and 75 %. Using multiple definitions of the network model helps to ensure group differences are not dependent on arbitrary factors such as thresholds ).
Functional rich club organization
Similar to recent reports (van den Heuvel and Sporns 2011), we quantified RC organization using weighted and binary networks (Opsahl et al. 2008; Colizza et al. 2006 ). To quantify RC organization for weighted networks, all connections are ranked by their weight creating a vector of Brain Struct Funct (2016) 221:3211-3222 3213 weights (V) and all nodes with degree Bk are removed in an iterative procedure over a range of k values. For the resulting sub-network at each k value, the sum of all connection weights (W), the number of connections (E), the sum of the E strongest weights in V (S) are computed. The RC coefficient (/ðkÞ) for any k value is the ratio of W and S and the formal equation is:
To quantify RC organization for binary networks, all nodes with degree Bk are removed in an iterative procedure over a range of k values. The RC coefficient (/ðkÞ) for any k value is the ratio of connections (E) present between the remaining nodes and the total number of possible connections for a fully connected network with the same number of nodes (N). The formal equation is / k ð Þ ¼
2E
NðNÀ1Þ . Since PT neonates engage alternate pathways for language and executive function (Wilke et al. 2014; Salvan et al. 2013; Scheinost et al. 2014) , RC coefficients were calculated for each participant separately over a range of k values (35 B k B 85) resulting in an RC curve for each participant. This method is in contrast to other reports where RC coefficients were calculated on group averaged networks .
As random network may exhibit increasing RC organization because high degree node has a greater likelihood of being interconnected by chance alone, each participant's RC curve was normalized by a set of random networks. These random networks were created by randomizing the individual connections within each network. For each participant, 1000 random networks were created, and for each random network, RC curves were computed. These random RC curves were then averaged, resulting in a single random RC curve (/ random ) per participant. Normalized RC curves (/ normalized ) were computed as a participant's / divided by a participant's / random , or / normalized ¼ / = / random . All RC curves and random networks were generated using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (https://sites. google.com/site/bctnet/).
Definition of RC nodes
To examine the spatial location of RC nodes, individual RC was defined as the 10 nodes with the highest degree. Defining RC nodes as the highest degree nodes, rather than by k level, controls for possible individual differences in degree distribution.
Rich club, feeder, and local connections RC connections (connections between RC nodes), feeder connections (connections between RC nodes and non-RC nodes), and local connections (connections between two non-RC nodes) were classified based on individually defined rich club nodes. For RC, feeder, and local connection, strength was computed and normalized by the overall network strength (see below for description of strength).
Network organization metrics
In addition to rich club organization, several other network organization metrics were computed to examine overall network topology in PT and term neonates. These metrics included strength (S), the clustering coefficient (C), the Fig. 1 Surface rendering and 2D slices of neonatal functional parcellation. We used a novel groupwise parcellation method to divide each hemisphere of the brain into nodes containing optimal within node similarity. In total, 95 nodes were used to compute functional networks and RC coefficients characteristic path length (L), the modularity (Q), and the assortativity (R). Strength, clustering coefficient, and characteristic path length were averaged over all the nodespecific values to provide measures of overall network organization. Finally, clustering coefficient and characteristic path length were compared with the clustering coefficient (C random ) and characteristic path length (L random ) of a set of 1000 random networks, similar to the normalization applied to the RC curves. Additional details about these measures can be found elsewhere (Rubinov and Sporns 2010) .
Statistics
RC coefficients were compared using two-tailed permutation testing and corrected for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate (FDR, q \ 0.05). Categorical data were analyzed either using standard Chi squared statistics or using Fisher's exact test. Continuous valued data were analyzed either using t tests or using Mann-Whitney u tests when a normal distribution could not be assumed to compare groups. Finally, Pearson's correlations were performed to assess the relationship between RC and PMA. Analyses were performed using Matlab 2011b. For data other than RC coefficients, p values \0.05 were considered significant.
Results

Rich club organization
RC organization, defined as / normalized [ 1, was found for both PT and term neonates using weighted networks. Preterms showed RC organization for k level between 55 and 85 (p \ 0.01 10,000 permutations) and terms showed RC organization for k level between 45 and 85 (p \ 0.01 10,000 permutations). The normalized rich club curves of both the PT and term networks are shown in Fig. 2 . PT neonates displayed significantly reduced RC organization (49 B k B 67 and 70 B k B 75, q \ 0.05, FDR corrected, 10,000 permutation). Similarly, RC organization defined using binary networks reveals RC organization for both groups and lower organization for PT neonates compared to terms over a similar range of k levels (Fig. 3) . RC nodes were defined for individual networks as the ten nodes with the highest degree. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the percent of subjects sharing each node in their individual RC for the weighted and binary networks, respectively. The most consistent nodes were similar for the weighted and binary networks and were located in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), inferior parietal/temporal lobes, and visual cortex. For the binary networks, nodes in the prefrontal lobe were also observed.
Using individually defined RC nodes and the weight network definitions, RC, feeder, and local connection strength were computed and normalized by the overall network strength S. Compared to preterms, term neonates displayed significantly greater RC connection strength (term = 0.25 ± 0.05, PT = 0.22 ± 0.05, p = 0.03, onetail, 10,000 permutation), but not feeder (term = 0.99 ± 0.09, PT = 1.02 ± 0.08, p = 0.41, one-tail, 10,000 permutation) or local connection strength (term = 0.82 ± 0.03, PT = 0.82 ± 0.05, p = 0.22, one-tail, 10,000 permutation).
No significant correlations between gestational age and RC organization or connection strength were observed for the PT neonates. Similarly, no significant correlations between gestational age and RC organization or connection strength were observed for the PT neonates.
Network topology
Average strength S was not different between PT and term neonates (p = 0.30, 10,000 permutations). Using both weighted and binary networks, preterms showed evidence of reduced normalized clustering coefficient ( C = C random ). However, these differences were dependent on the exact network definition. Normalized characteristic path length ( L = L random ) was not significantly different between study groups for the weighted or binary networks. Similarly, modularity (Q) showed evidence of being reduced in PT neonates with significance varying by network definition. Independent of network definition, assortativity (R) was significantly lower in PT compared to term neonates, consistent with the observed RC results. The results for C = C random , L = L random , Q, and R are summarized for the weighted networks in Table 2 , and binary networks in Tables 3 and 4 .
Discussion
Using measures of whole-brain functional organization, these data demonstrate that PT birth fundamentally alters network topology in the developing brain. Comparing PT at term equivalent age and term neonates, PT neonates showed a similar core set of RC nodes as term neonates yet exhibited reduced RC organization. This reduced RC organization appears to be driven by a significant reduction in strength between RC connections for PT neonates as strength, averaged over the whole network, was preserved, Similarly, PT neonates showed evidence of reduced clustering coefficient, assortativity, and modularity compared to term controls, but not characteristic path length. In general, these differences were consistent over several different network definitions suggesting that the results are not solely a function of arbitrary network definitions. The observed alterations in network topology foreshadow altered neural networks in older PT participants and may reflect a delay in maturation or the engagement of auxiliary systems in the prematurely born. Increasingly, the organization of the brain is being recognized as a complex network that is both highly segregated (forming tight clusters or communities of similar nodes) and highly integrated (short commute time between these clusters) (Bullmore and Sporns 2009 ). To facilitate this organization, a small number of highly connected brain regions or ''hubs'' serve as high bandwidth bridges are plotted against degree (k). Preterm subjects display reduced RC organization over a range of k levels. Asterisks indicate significance at q \ 0.05, FDR corrected. The shade area represents standard error connecting different clusters (Achard et al. 2006; Crossley et al. 2014) . Our results suggest a reduction in connectivity between these hubs for PT neonates. Both RC organization and assortativity are measures of the preference of hubs to connect to other hubs and are reduced in PT neonates. Additionally, PT neonates showed reduced correlation between RC nodes. A possible consequence of this reduction of connectivity between hubs in PT neonates is the observed decrease in functional segregation (measured by clustering coefficient and modularity). If communication between hubs is reduced, a network cannot form small clusters of nodes while maintaining high levels of integration (i.e. similar characteristic path length for the study groups). However, as random networks also maintain high levels of integration (Sporns 2013) , the observed preservation of functional integration may not be as biologically relevant as the observed reduction in segregation and between hub communication in PT neonates.
PT birth results in early changes in cerebral functional and structural organization. PT neonates have weaker interhemispheric functional connections (Smyser et al. 2010) , decreased functional lateralization (Kwon et al. 2014b) , and reduced complexity of inter-network connections (Smyser et al. 2014) . Similarly, alterations in structural networks (Brown et al. 2014; Pandit et al. 2014) , particularly in structural RC organization van den Heuvel et al. 2014) , are observed in PT neonates. The development of functional and structure networks appears to be highly correlated in PT neonates (van den Heuvel et al. 2014 ) and evidence suggests that PT neonates with the greatest white matter injury have the weakest functional connections (Smyser et al. 2013) . However, the association between alterations of functional and structural networks for PT neonates in comparison to term controls remains to be explored.
Prior imaging studies suggest that frontal, parietal, and insular regions are key RC nodes van den Heuvel et al. 2014; van den Heuvel and Sporns 2011; Grayson et al. 2014) . The presented RC nodes show clear overlap with these previous reports in the medial parietal/ PCC, and lateral parietal lobes. Parietal lobe connections to the frontal lobes are involved in efficient communication (Cole et al. 2013) and are established by the third trimester (Kostović and Jovanov-Milosević 2006) . However, instead of insular and frontal nodes, occipital nodes were observed. Likely, reported differences in the developmental trajectories of structural and functional RCs may explain these differences in observed RC nodes. Structural RCs appear to be similar between neonates, children, and adults Kim et al. 2014; van den Heuvel et al. 2014; van den Heuvel and Sporns 2011; Ball et al. 2014) , whereas functional RCs evolve across development . In particular, the insula appears to become ''richer'' across development. Finally, gray matter in the frontal and occipital regions grows the fastest during the neonatal period (Gilmore et al. 2007; Nishida et al. 2006; Spann et al. 2014) , which could influence the development of functional RC nodes. Model systems for PT birth demonstrate both a lag in neuronal maturation (Komitova et al. 2013 ) and perturbations of dendritic arborization (Back and Miller 2014) , suggesting alterations in connectivity in the developing brain. Although recent work has begun to explore neuronal populations of RC organization (Towlson et al. 2013) , the cellular and molecular mechanisms contributing to RC organization in PT neonates remain largely unexplored. However, our data are consistent with a delay in maturation in the prematurely born.
The strengths of this study include innovative imaging strategies based on individual participant's networks rather than group average data, imaging of non-sedated neonates, and the inclusion of term controls at the same Fig. 5 Rich club nodes for binary networks created using absolute thresholding of a T = 0.05 and b T = 0.15. RC nodes were defined as the top ten highest degree nodes for each participant. Warmer colors indicate a node was included in a large percentage of individual participant's RC postmenstrual age as the PT neonates. The weaknesses include the small sample size which limits the analysis of neonatal risk factors and the lack of longitudinal imaging data to compare the course of RC development in PT neonates to that in typically developing fetuses. In addition, cognitive and language testing measures are not yet available for our study participants. Finally, network measures and their interpretation in relation to brain function are an emerging science with heterogeneous methodology. As such, caution is required when interpreting these results in the context of development.
We show that PT neonates exhibit significantly reduced correlation between RC nodes. Atypical RC organization is a hallmark of disorders of neural connectivity (van den Fig. 6 Rich club nodes for binary networks created using proportional thresholding of a T = 50 % and b T = 75 %. RC nodes were defined as the top ten highest degree nodes for each participant.
Warmer colors indicate that a node was included in a large percentage of individual participant's RC Brain Struct Funct (2016) 221:3211-3222 3219 Heuvel et al. 2013; Crossley et al. 2014; Ray et al. 2014) . If the goal of newborn intensive care is to promote improved developmental trajectories for the prematurely born (Bauer and Msall 2010) , future studies must both identify those critical periods and regions of altered development and interrogate the epigenetic influences contributing to them. Modularity (Q) 0.10 ± 0.04 0.14 ± 0.04 0.01 p values calculated using 2-tail permutation testing with 10,000 permutations. Standard deviation with value of 0.00 has values below two decimal points and is rounded down for display
